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ABSTRACT

2.

Social robots are being used to create better educational
scenarios, boosting children’s motivation and engagement.
The focus of the research is to explore new ways to support
children in acquisition of their handwriting skills with the
help of a social robot. With this perspective, three studies
are discussed to investigate aspects related to the learning
modes of child-robot interaction, children’s impression of a
social robot and classification of children’s common handwriting difficulties.

To explore which modes of interactions are more effective
for children, we first conducted a child-child study (study#1)
in the age group 5-6 years, with a human facilitator without
involving a robot. In this study, we examined two peerassisted learning methods: the Peer-tutoring (PT) and the
Peer-learning (PL) method which are supposed to be effective in schools [1]. The goals of the study were: 1) to contrast
the child-child interaction in both learning methods. 2) to
create a database of children’s handwritten letters and handwriting issues. The scenario comprised a pair of children
performing a collaborative writing activity (on paper and a
tactile device) in the presence of a human facilitator. In the
“PT condition” one child acted as a teacher and the other
as a learner, while in the “PL condition” both the children
were learners without the attribution of any specific role.
In the PT condition, the teacher-child provided the corrective feedback (verbal/non-verbal) on the performance of the
learner child; while in the PL condition both the children
provided corrective feedback on each other’s performance as
both acted as a learner as well as a teacher. The role of
the human facilitator was to provide the instructions during
the activity. The results suggests that in terms of communication modalities such as verbal responses and gestures,
the PL condition was richer than the PT condition. However, in terms of children’s activeness (excitement), the PT
was richer than the PL condition. Based on the database
collected from the handwritten letters, a taxonomy of handwriting issues was also created, matching many of the issues
previously suggested by Graham et al. [5] such as letter formation, alignment of letters.
The results of the study#1 indicated the effectiveness
of both learning methods in different aspects, however, we
found children were immature in providing corrective feedback on their peers performance. Thus, we conducted the
second study (study#2) with children in the age group 6-8
years, replicating the protocol but involving a social robot
besides a human facilitator. In order to explore the impact
of introducing the robot facilitator, the study was carried
out under three conditions: 1) a pair of children with a human facilitator, performing a collaborative writing activity
based on the PT method; 2) identical to the condition 1,
but replacing the human facilitator to the robot facilitator
and ; 3) a pair of children with the robot facilitator performing the activity based on the PL method. The children
were assigned a role of a teacher or a learner according to
the learning method used in each condition. The role of the
facilitators was to provide the interaction flow during the
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Handwriting difficulties negatively affect children’s academic performance [4] and their self-esteem [9]. The process
of handwriting is a complex blend of motor and cognition
skills. Ineffective motor skills are difficult to correct once
they are acquired, therefore special attention should be given
to preschoolers from the very beginning [11]. In the past few
years, social robots are being introduced into educational
context seeking different ways of fostering children’s learning experience. For example, Kanda et al. [7], used Robovie
robot, as an English peer-tutor for Japanese students. The
results showed the robot encouraged some of the students to
improve their English and formed relationships with them.
The current research focuses on a long term question of
how a social robot can help children to acquire handwriting
skills. With the aim to create better learning scenarios, we
investigate the following aspects: 1) Modes of Interaction
- to determine which modes of child-robot interaction better support acquisition of hand-writing skills; 2) Children’s
impressions of a social robot - to understand how children
perceive the robot’s behavior and it’s abilities through the
modes of interactions; 3) Handling Writing difficulties - to
explore common handwriting difficulties which differ from
a child to child according to their age, cognitive and motor
skills.
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activity. A Wizard-of-Oz procedure was used to control the
robot’s behavior. The goals of the study were to explore: the
children’s responsibility in the presence of both the facilitators; which learning method would lead to more children’s
corrective feedback to their peers and self-disclosure to the
facilitators. The results showed that the PT situation can
lead to significantly more corrective feedback provided by
the children to their peers as well as self-disclosure to the
robot compared to the PL situation [3]. Other results in the
PT situation showed, the tutor-children felt more responsible towards their peers in the presence of the robot contrary
to the human facilitator [2]. Results of the children’s learning gains suggest there was a significant difference between
the pre- and post-test scores in both conditions but no significance difference found between the two learning methods
(condition 2 & 3) and the two facilitators (condition 1 & 2).
Overall, the PT method found to be more effective in terms
of children’s corrective feedback and self-disclosure.
A significant part of the work in educational robotics deals
with robotic tutors, however, recently researchers have used
the PT method. For example, Shizuko et al. [10] performed
a study with a tele-operated Nao robot where it helped children to learn unknown English words. However, how do
children perceive these robots? And how do these perceptions
change over long-term interactions? Children’s perception
of the robots indeed seems to be relevant in child-robot interactions. In fact, Kahn et al. [6] showed majority of children
believed the robot has mental states and was considered as a
social being. In our third study (study#3), an autonomous
social behavior of a robot was developed to provide an educational scenario for children to improve their handwriting
skills. The system relies on the preferred PT method and the
goal was to understand how children perceive the robot over
time in terms of its behavior and abilities since the aspects
such as children’s performance, engagement may be altered
[8]. Thus, we tested the system by conducting a long-term
study with 7-8 years old in a school, the robot exhibited two
contrasting competencies: learning and non-learning. The
scenario involved a tutor-child correcting handwriting issues
of a learner-robot. Instead of generating the random handwriting issues for the robot, we selected three common issues
[5] from the previously created taxonomy of handwriting issues and used the algorithm proposed in [12] to generate
the deformed letters. In the learning condition, the robot
showed learning progression after each interaction while in
the non-learning condition it showed consistent performance
(it does not learn) through out the study.
Extending the line of work of Shizuko et al. [10], the
study#3 makes two contributions: firstly by developing an
autonomous social behavior of the robot, designed to provide a learning scenario where a child learns by teaching
the robot; and secondly the understanding of the children’s
perception of the robot’s learning abilities through child
self-response questionnaires (partially based on Godspeed
questionnaire). In contrast to study#2, this study provided
the robot to play an active role (as a learner) and explores
the following research questions: Would the children be able
to differentiate the two competencies in the robot; How the
robot’s competencies affect children’s performance, social behavior and tutoring towards it? We expect to answer these
questions after completing the data analysis. The findings
of the research might bring new elements in order to design
better educational scenarios with social robots.

3.

FUTURE WORK

The next step is to conclude the data analysis of the
study#3 to arrive on the final conclusions. If the children
were able to identify robot’s competencies, indicating children’s awareness of the robot’s handwriting issues. We foresee our next study to explore children’s performance and
their perception towards a robot which is self-aware of its
own writing issues. The robot would exhibit self-awareness
by commenting on its own writing.
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